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Save Hundreds of Dollars on Minisite Templates and Make Easy Affiliate Commissions at the Same

Time! Nuttie Guru Has Finally Made it Possible with His NEW Conduit Review Minisite Templates! Don't

waste money on worthless templates from Template Monster! I guarantee you will find a Much BETTER

and CHEAPER Deal Here! Conduit Affiliate Marketing Method Revealed! Why Are Conduit Product

Review Sites Better Than Ordinary Review Sites! Note: Even if you have no interest in Conduit method,

you can use my templates to build ANY type of product review site you want! You are only limited by your

imagination! Conduit review sites are basically product review sites with a twist: you dont try to sell the

product like a conventional affiliate marketer; instead, you present a fact-sheet of the product you are

selling: its features, version history, domain/company name, name of the software developer, etc. You

dont give any biased review as is the case with the conventional product review sites; instead, you call a

spade a spade and let the buyers make the decision for themselves. For writing reviews like these, you

dont need to stuff keywords in your reviews but make sure to give as much details as possible based on

ACTUAL user feedback (which you can get from consumer boards and forums). So that is the whole thing

in brief. I have done this once and will do it again. There was one product which was a top Clickbank

seller but when I searched consumer boards I came across numerous consumer complains; these

consumers were all dissatisfied with both the software and the customer support of the company, and

some of them even got a refund from CB. I was probably the only one to write a negative review of the

product; every other affiliate had a positive, 'clean' review! One day, a customer contacted me and asked

how to get a refund from that company, lol (no joke). Like I said, there should be only FACTS and nothing

else in your review; no bias, no option, nothing. Building a list is not mandatory for all niches but I have
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included an optin form in my template for the list building fanatics (hmm, I am one of them as well). One

another thing: the keywords you target in your review should be BUYER keywords (for example, "traffic

secrets 2.0 review", "registry mechanic review", etc). After you build the site, you will need to get a few

backlinks for your site (whether you buy them or gather them through conventional SEO methods such as

press releases, article marketing, forum marketing, social bookmarking, etc.,is up to you)! So why are

Conduit review minisites so popular? Creating Conduit review minisites is: 1. Simple and Easy 2. Less

Time Consuming, Since it Can be LEVERAGED! 3. BETTER ROI. Since you target impulse buyers, you

can make MORE money even with LESS traffic 4. Needs less expertise. If You Can Write Product

Reviews, You Can Make Money With This Method. You Dont Need To Write Informative Articles; You

Need To Write Informative Product Reviews! 5. Your Website looks MORE Credible to the Visitor. Instead

of a Conventional Affiliate Marketer, you pose as a Genuine, UNBIASED Reporter! 6. Works with ANY

Niche, Regardless of Competition! In fact, this is the EXACT business model I follow these days and let

me tell you: all other affiliate marketing tactics prove pale in comparison to this. I have one review site in a

highly competitive niche and it is one of my top Clickbank earners. However, getting a template to run a

conduit-type of site is near impossible, unless you are willing to pay more than $100 for custom designing

like I did. Even then there is no guarantee that you will get EXACTLY what you paid for! This is where my

minisite template comes in! OK, without any more rambling, let me tell you that I searched from pillar to

post to get a conduit minisite template but couldnt find anything to my liking. Ultimately I paid a top warrior

designer to do the template for me. Then I figured out that I could help many other affiliates who might be

interested in my review minisite template but dont have enough money to get a custom one done! So

here is the deal: You Get 2 Conduit Minisite templates. Each template comes in-built with 7 pages; you

can add more if you want. Add unlimited number of product-review pages, build your list, add featured

products, etc.! I have made sure to include every possible method of monetization as per the Conduit

method. Plus you also get 1 Bonus Template. This is NOT a conduit template by the way, but you can

use it for any type of site! "But How Are Your Templates Any Different from the Hundreds of Minisite

Templates That Are Gathering Dust on My Hard Drive?" You have no doubt purchased dozens of minisite

templates before. However, here is where my templates differ from the rest: You DO NOT need

Photoshop to edit these templates. I hate the idea of anyone having to invest $600+ in Photoshop just to

edit some templates. Come on, we are not trying to be graphics pros here! That is why I have made it as



easy as possible for you to edit the templates without investing an arm and a leg in any image editing

software. These templates are completely CSS-based, so you can use just about any HTML or text editor

to edit these templates (I however recommend you use a CSS editor like Dreamweaver, TopStyle or Style

Master to save time). You can change colors, fonts, anything you like, and use the same template on as

many sites you wish! You don't need to learn CSS to use these templates; however a little bit of HTML

knowledge would come in handy. Special note: The bonus template contains some editable PSD files in

addition to CSS style sheets. However I personally feel you dont need to edit the PSD file unless you

want to have a complete overhaul of the template! ALL the templates (including the bonus template),

Come With Resell Rights. Your RIGHTS Are: [YES] Can be edited or modified and your name put on it.

[YES] Can rename the templates [YES] Can Sell Websites Made with these Templates [YES] Can Use

These Templates on an Unlimited Number of your Websites. [YES] Can be sold as a STANDALONE

Product (for customers' personal use ONLY) [NO] Can be packaged with other paid products [NO] Can

be offered as a bonus to a paid product [NO] Can be added to free or paid membership sites [NO] Can be

offered through auction sites. [NO] Can be given away for free. [NO] Can sell resale rights. [NO] Can sell

master resale rights. [NO] Can sell private label rights. Please note that NO salesletter is provided with

the template package! My 365-day LONG Guarantee Policy! Use my product for as long as you wish. You

have 365 days to test the product for yourself! -If you're not delighted with what I offer here -If you think

that the product isn't what you expected -If you are not completely overwhelmed with my product Then

simply contact me within 365 days of your purchase and I will happily refund your money. NO questions

asked.
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